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EVERYTHING REAL. EVERYTHING ROLLINS. L J

Rethinking Sex
Education
Staff Writer Lauren Waymire
navigates issues surrounding
the state of sex ed.
page 3
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Sandspur *i W*
Everything Real. Everything Rollins.
Established in 1894 with the following editorial:
"Unassuming yet almighty sharp, and pointed,
well rounded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, victorious in single combat, and therefore
without a peer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be found upon
investigationtobe among the extraordinary qualities of The Sandspur.'
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The Sandspur is published weekly on
Thursdays and maintains a circulation of 1,000
copies. The views expressed in The Sandspur
in no way reflect those of Rollins College or its
Board of Trustees.
The Sandspur is always looking for new
paid employees. To inquire about open positions,
please email chief@thesandspur.org.
The Sandspur Editorial S'aff extends an
invitation to all readers to attend weekly article
assignment meetings every Monday at 6 p.m. In
order to be considered for publication the name
of the author must be included.
In considering a submission for
publication, The Sandspur reserves the right to
edit letters and articles.
Please send all submissions to submit®
thesandspur.org. All submissions must be
received no later than 5 p.m. on the Friday prior
to publication.
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WHERE
I WORLD

Compiled by Lauren Waymire

Mumbai, India
In a historic ruling from the
Indian justice system, a group
of rapists accused of two separate incidents of gang rape in
Mumbai have been sentenced
to death. This is the first time
that capital punishment has
been ruled for rapists without
the death of the victim. According to NBC news via Reuters,
the ruling comes as a strong
message that the world's second-most-populous country is
taking a turn for the better in
addressing violence towards
women. There was a particular
uproar from the public when
the events took place in Mumbai, a city considered among
the safest in the country for
women.
Fort Hood, Texas
For the second time in five
years, a shooting at the army
base at Fort Hood has left multiple people dead and several

more injured. According to The uters, 58 percent of those eligiWashington Post, specialist Ivanble to vote showed up to vote.
Lopez killed three fellow ser- Many were optimistic yet cauvice members and injured six- tious about the election since
teen before taking his own life the last democratic election in
in a rampage officials are claim- the country was wrought with
ing was sparked by an alterca- widespread corruption. Prestion, not terrorism. Fort Hood ident Hamid Karzai, who has
suffered its first tragic shooting served as president for the past
in 2009, when army psychiatrist thirteen years, is barred by the
Nidal Hasan opened fire on the Constitution from seeking rebase, killing thirteen and injur- election.
ing thirty-two in what was con- Brussels, Belgium
sidered to be the worst incident
Riots broke out in the
of terrorism on U.S. soil since streets of Brussels when citizens
9/11.
took to protesting the austerity
Kabul, Afghanistan
policies supported by EuropeFor the third time in the an Union (EU) institutions, as
country's history, the people of the seat of the EU is housed in
Afghanistan went to the polls Brussels. Among those protestto elect their new leader in a ing were Belgian trade uniondemocratic process. Despite ists and demonstrators from
the threat of attacks at polling other EU countries. The U.S.
centers across the nation by embassy in Brussels was on
the Taliban, Afghans turned lockdown, as police attempted
up in record numbers to cast to disperse the protesters with
their ballots. According to Re- water cannons and tear gas. The

European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) called for
a large investment that would
inspire steady job growth instead of austerity measures. EU
elections are set to take place at
the end of May, and members
of the ETUC are urging people
to vote for those who will affect
change in the manner that the
EU is governed.

For the third
time in the
country's history,
the people of
Afghanistan went
to the polls to elect
their new leader
in a democratic
process.

OPINION

Reality TV prevents teen pregnancy
Abstaining from sex-ed does not mean teens will abstain from sex. Staff Writer
Lauren Waymire shares her thoughts on the lack of sex education in U.S. high schools.
Lauren Waymire

Physiology is a given.
However, what about the
Staff Writer
emotional and psychological
The United States has had implications? What about the
some strange fixation with public health and financial
MTVs Teen Mom since it first burdens caused by unintendaired in 2009. Viewership only ed teen pregnancies? There is a
increased as the show pro- price tag on everything, honey.
gressed, and eventually result- There is also the matter of uned in both Teen Mom 2 and Teen derstanding exactly what conMom 3. What I found baffling sent means and encouraging
about this phenomenon, how- open and honest dialogue with
ever, was the effect the show sexual partners, whether you
are married to them or not. One
had on those watching it.
A study released in 2014, cannot tout the Mean Girls sexconducted by two economists -ed theory—"Don't have sex,
from the Brookings Institution because you will get pregnant.
and Wellesley College, found And die. Don't have sex in the
that the show may have been missionary position, don't have
responsible for a third of the sex standing up, just don't do it,
decline in teen pregnancies in OK? Promise? OK, now everythe United States during the body take some rubbers."
years the show aired. The reParents not wanting
searchers found that, after each their child to have sex-ed
episode of the show aired, there in school and then refuswas a spike in Google searches ing to educate their kids
on topics like birth control and themselves is absurd. In
other forms of contraception. doing so, they are not
MTV had effectively hit people even allowing their
with the hard truth on a subject child the opportunity to make a wise,
considered to be taboo.
The fact that teenagers had informed decision.
teenagers
to rely on a reality TV show and Also,
a search engine to provide them need to underwith honest answers is more stand that both
than disheartening; it is embar- parties (except in
rassing. Simply put, sex educa- cases of rape) are
tion in this country is largely responsible.
A
public
ineffective.
school
in
the
According to the Sexualistate
of
Missisty Information and Education
recentCouncil, when teens are taught sippi
ly
compared
abstinence only and are not
provided with a comprehen- non-virgin girls
sive education on the matter, to dirty chocothey are more likely to become late, saying that
pregnant or contract a sexually girls were no
transmitted disease. You may as longer clean or
after
well be giving a teenager a car valuable
having
sex.
And
and telling them not to crash it
they
wonder
why
when they barely know how to
they
have
one
of
work the pedals.
the
highest
rates
It seems like sex in our society is often geared toward of teen pregnancy
one extreme or the other: it is in the country.
It is time to be
either a sin of depravity or an
rational
about sex
over-glorified fad. There needs
education,
Amerito be balance. Sex-ed should be
ca.
Strange
concept,
I
more than an awkward anatoknow,
but
it
may
just
my lesson and scary STD picwork.
tures.

mm

A study released in 2014 conducted by two economists
from the Brookings Institution and Wellesley College found
that [Teen Mom] may have been responsible for a third of
the decline in teen pregnancies in the United States during
the years the show aired.

The opinions on this page do not necessarily reflect those of The Sandspur, its staff or Rollins College.
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Fox Day
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Procrastination can be a vice or a virtue. Students may regret those
last minute essays, but memories are not made from just studying.

CL
CO

sooner than, say, three hours
before
the assignment is due,
Columnist
that's just not how it works.
"You can't just turn on cre- Yet, I will concede to the point
ativity like a faucet. You have that life may be a whole lot easto be in the right mood. What ier and the final product would
mood is that? Last-minute pan- be of a greater caliber if more
time was spent in advance. At
ic."—Bill Watterson
Some people love gam- the end of the day, though, it's
bling. Whether it's the coin much easier said than done.
slots, blackjack, prize fights, or
For the most part, procrasracing ponies, people love to tination comes from a sincere
lay it all on the line, let it ride, place and it's by no means maroll some dice, and hope for the licious. In a world where we are
best. The risks are high, but the instructed to keep moving, nevrewards can be much higher. I er stop, and don't slow down,
am no exception. My game of ifs easy to start burning out.
choice is free to play, open to By this time of the year, I am all
anyone, and is all about what but running on fumes, fighting
you haven't done as opposed to with my body to keep paying
what you have.
attention in class, my biologI love to procrastinate. Or ical urge to sleep through the
at least have some fond feeling alarms I set on my phone, and
towards endangering my GPA the continual want to just tune
on a nightly basis. There is no out, turn off, and drop out. No
really good excuse for it. When matter how hard I try, someI have tons of work to do, in- times my body gets the best
stead of jumping head on into of me. There are only so many
it to try and get it done as fast all-nighters you can pull before
as possible, I tend to commiser- your body will force you to fall
ate and push it off until the last asleep, no matter what you do
possible moment. The unfor- to stay up.
tunate downside of this is the
While the occasional bout
more I procrastinate, the more of "I completely forgot this was
work piles up, and leads to a due" or "I just didn't have the
vicious cycle of procrastination, time to finish this" is understress, depression, and more standable, once you make it a
procrastination. It is a problem. habit, people are less likely to
Most procrastinators, like I, be understanding. I can't blame
will argue that we work better them for getting angry, but
under pressure, and to some what can I say, it's almost as if I
extent this is true. Sometimes am addicted to procrastinating.
a rush of adrenaline is just the Not only is there the rush, but
kick you need to hurriedly try also a sense of accomplishment
and complete a 10-page paper. that is felt where you can tell all
While I would prefer for that that you were able to get some"rush of adrenaline" to kick in thing done (and done well)
Amir Sadeh
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in the matter of a few measly
hours the day of. It makes you
feel invincible. Of course, it only
takes one screw up, one missed
deadline, or one midterm you
overslept through to have those
feelings of superiority crash all
around you and make you feel
like a child who couldn't even
get his homework done in time.
That great sense of self can turn
into an even greater bout of
shame in an instant.
Though procrastination is
not a virtue to strive for, there
are instances where it is acceptable. At the end of the day,
sometimes it's worth pushing
something off to the last minute
if it means making memories
with the one's you love. Yes, you
may be stressed out and regretting going out drinking with
your friends when you should
have been studying for you test,
but at the end of the day, what
will you remember more: what
you got on your Logic midterm
or that time you and your best
friends stole a golf cart and
drove it into Lake Virginia? Ben
Franklin once said, "Don't put
off until tomorrow what you
can do today." While that is all
fine and good, I believe Ellen
DeGeneres' rebuttal elaborates
on my point most eloquently: "Procrastination is not the
problem. It is the solution. It
is the universe's way of saying
stop, slow down, you move too
fast.. .What I'm trying to say is,
if you leave tonight and you
don't remember anything else
that I've said, leave here and
remember this: Procrastinate
now, don't put it off. "

From partying at the beach to relaxing with
Netflix, Fox Day offers a variety of ways to
enjoy this anticipated holiday.
seem like you are walking on
sand before you even get on
Writer
the beach. Once on that saltwaHere it is guys: the big ter party porch, it is now your
one. Fox Day. As a freshman, I God-sent mission to make the
have had this amped up to me scene a combination of Amerimore than the second coming can Pie and the volleyball scene
of Jesus or even Taco Bell's new from Top Gun. Depending on
breakfast menu. Sure, you had your naughty water consumpSpring Break just a little while tion, you will either pass out at
ago, but throwing up and piss- the beach, on the bus, or drink
ing your pants in Panama City just enough Red Bull to remain
can hardly compare to the spe- conscious until you get back to
cial nature of Fox Day. You will campus. Either way, you have
be the envy of all your friends made a dehydrated,. sunburnt
at other colleges, for while they memory of a day.
are in boring classes learning
Another option is to stay
Latin Geometry, or whatev- on campus. Perhaps a hot open
er, you'll be living it up, most space full of moral questionlikely throwing up and pissing ing is just not your style. Mayyour pants somewhere fun. You be your money is tight or you
have skipped doing your home- possibly developed an irratiowork twice on false alarms, but nal phobia of leaving campus.
now the time is here. When you Either way, you figure you do
see that statue placed, you will not need a beach and advenweep those special tears usual- ture; you can have a jolly time
ly reserved for weddings and with some school-sponsored
Drake songs. Once you have activities! To start, you have got
dried your eyes, you have some breakfast at the campus center
choices to make. Specifically, for anyone with the mental dexwhat do you do with this day terity to get up before 9 a.m. If
full of college-level possibility? you are a member of this group,
To begin, we will enter I both applaud you and pity
into the mind of a classic col- you. After this, you have a pizlege bro guy; let's call him za party to take you back to that
Chad McFancyMuscles (he is day in high school when your
Irish). It is 6 a.m. and you just class raised the most cans for
got the text from one of your the food drive. Now, before you
pledges that it is the big F.D. lose yourself over the campus
You respond with a joke about picnic, make sure to also take
giving someone the big D. After advantage of the games and
an awkward lack of laughter, 'inflatables' to send you back to
you pound two brewskies to that one birthday party where
get you into the zone. Take that the kid got a bouncy castle. This
third golden delight into the combination of pizza party and
bathroom to revel in some glo- inflatable fun is sure to delight
rious shower beer to start the the child in you while making
day off right. Next, gather the your stomach more upset than
bros (statistically, this will con- a philosophy major at a job fair.
sist of $300+ of Vineyard Vines
The third option is that you
shorts, three pairs of Ray Bans, sleep in, eat a well-balanced
and at least twelve mentions meal, catch up on some homeof the phrase 'turn up'). After work, and rest easy while hingsome more liquid courage, it is ing on some Netflix like a coke
all aboard whatever transporta- head in The Wolf of Wall Street.
tion you have organized to lead If this is your option, I am glad
you to the beach/promise land. you know what you are about,
Whether by party bus or car, all but please do not wag your finnon driving personnel will be ger at the people still trying to
downing more liquid wreck- make a story to tell at dinner
ing balls in an effort to make it parties.
Luke Strickler

The opinions on this page do not necessarily reflect those of The Sandspur, its staff or Rollins College.

OPINION

The (bad) sex talk
The path to a healthy intimate life requires communication and
experimentation with your partner. Sexpert David Matteson
offers a solution to bad sex.
David Matteson

an area this forum claims I am
Production Manager an "expert" in makes me want
to cringe. Everyone has a poor
After an evening of ca- time with a partner every now
sual flirting later followed by and then—it's like ordering a
tonguing outside of Ward Hall, new dish at a restaurant and
a much younger and less wise ending up hating it. The mysversion of myself ended up tery of bad sex is not its exismaking the dreaded mistake tence but rather how to handle
of having a one-night stand. It it—do you return the dish to
was neither the dorm-room set- the kitchen for modifications,
ting nor the fact that I inappro- throw in the towel and order a
priately sexiled my roommate new dinner, or, the worst, not
in the wee hours of the morn- say a word to the waiter and
ing that made this particular go on pretending everything is
engagement dreadful—rather, okay?
it was simply bad sex.
There is no universal cure
Huffington Post Live re- for bad sex, but there are a few
cently interviewed me, and a things you can try to improve
question came up regarding the situation. But before you atbad sex. While I managed to tempt to make drastic changes
answer with some sort of witty you need an honest evaluation.
anecdote, the experience left me The effort you put on improvrecalling all of my own failures ing sex should be equivalent to
with past partners. As a per- the emotional attachment you
fectionist, admitting defeat in have with your partner. Don't

bring in your treasure chest of
toys if you are simply hooking
up with someone and want it to
be better—that's overkill.
If you are committed to
making things work, start by
learning the anatomy of your
sexual partner. Finding areas
of arousal and treating them
with special attention is an easy
means of heightening his or her
experience. Don't automatically assume that where your last
partner liked you to lick or nibble is the same pleasure zone
for this individual. Not everyone enjoys it when you simply
attack his or her nipples with
your mouth. Go slowly, and
think of this as an adult scavenger hunt. Find the zones where
your partner begins to curl in
excitement, tease them with
soft pressure at first, and finally
try to heighten the experience
orally. Once you've found a

new area, remember it for next
time—a good sexual partner always remembers what makes
his or her partner excited.
It is traditionally thought
that sex toys can be introduced
into the bedroom as a means
of remedying bad sex. Handcuffs, dildos, and special lubricants are all enticing purchases
that seem self-explanatory and
easy to use. Unfortunately, introducing toys can make a bad
situation even worse. Sex toys
should be thought of as a means
of combating bedroom boredom in a long-term relationship—not as a quick fix. That
said, if you want to use your
special butterfly shaped vibrator in bed, talk to your partner
and explain your decisions.
The easiest fix to bad sex
is communication. Having an
open conversation about shared
likes and dislikes can make sex

The opinions on this page do not necessarily reflect those of The Sandspur, its staff or Rollins College.

better. While this type of conversation may seem off-putting,
if you are serious about pursuing an intimate relationship it
is necessary to communicate.
Try filling out a red, yellow,
and green light chart—a list of
bedroom practices that you enjoy (green), would be willing to
try (yellow), and those that are
completely off-putting (red).
Compare lists with your partner and try to introduce and
play with his or her yellows in
the bedroom.
Ultimately, bad sex can be
improved if both parties are
willing to put in effort. Choosing to seek improvement is an
investment in your relationship and should be motivated
by a shared hope for a brighter
future. Communication and
new techniques can help, but
ultimately this is a venture you
should both be willing to make.

In 1978, Thaddeus Seymour set the
fox free after a nine year hiatus with
President Critchfield.

In the wee hours of Fox Day 2012,
excited students celebrate the
beginning of the most beloved day
on Rollins campus.
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The Fox Day Tradition
It's that time of year again. Whether or not we
know which day the fox will make his appearance
on the lawn, the intriguing history of this famed
Rollins tradition has been set in stone since 1956.

Fox Day. The two words that every Rollins student knows and
loves. The one day of the year when there is no class and no responsibilities, just one day filled with no homework and lots of fun.
But Fox Day did not begin with the founding of Rollins. Rather,
many years before the first Fox Day, Rollins had both a cat and a fox statue—the same fox statue we are all familiar with today. They were set on
pedestals near where the pool is currently located, and only members of
the Fox and Cat Societies were allowed to touch their respective statues.
The Fox Society was four men, elected by the women of the campus, and
the Cat Society was four women, elected by the men of the campus. In 1949,
the cat statue was mysteriously smashed.
After hiding the fox statue in storage for 10 years, President Hugh
McKean brought the statue out of hiding for the first Fox Day in May 1956.
He placed it on the lawn, canceling classes for the day. The tradition continued for many years, until the next president, Jack Critchfield decided to
do away with Fox Day. In 1976, the students were upset and created a fake
fox out of clay, trying to hold their own Fox Day. After President Critchfield, President Thaddeus Seymour revived the tradition. Originally, Fox
Day activities included campus-wide events such as treasure hunts, square
dancing, chapel services, and sing-alongs. Now, Fox Day events have
changed to include entertainment on campus, a movie, and free meals.
As always, students try to predict when Fox Day will fall. Though
it often seems random, there are some patterns worth noting. President
Duncan has never held Fox Day on a Monday or Friday, and the latest he
has proclaimed Fox Day was April 12. Under President Duncan, Fox Day
has only taken place in March once, on March 29. Regardless of when Fox
Day occurs this month, The Sandspur wishes you a happy and safe day of
celebrating no classes, no school, and lots of fun.
- Micah Bradley & Annamarie Carlson

Taking photos with the fox has been
a Rollins tradition for quite some
time. These two women from 1983
Fox Day are no exception.

Students pose at the 2013 Fox Day
Picnic. The picnic brings all members
of the Rollins community together to
enjoy delicious cook-out fare on the
lawn.
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Neighborhoods replace
alphabet soup gen-eds
During their RCC, each
students to better integrate the
information learned from each freshman will decide what
Staff Writer
neighborhood they want to
of their classes.
The new general education participate in. The RCCs are
In 2007, Rollins started the
process of reevaluating their lib- requirements will include five not planned to correlate with
eral arts education and general neighborhood classes, one RCC any specific neighborhood.
education requirements. With (Rollins College Conference), However, the summer reading
next year's mcoming freshmen, and four "competencies," for a will be something that is relatRollins will be changing their total of ten requirements. The able to all the neighborhoods,
general education requirements four required competencies in- so the freshmen will get a taste
to better fit our needs as a liber- clude foreign language (which, of what each neighborhood will
similar to now, may take addi- be like.
al arts college.
Though similar approachThe new plan, Rollins tional semesters to complete),
Foundations in the Liberal Arts math, health and wellness, and es have been tried in other col(rFLA), began in 2008 with a writing. In contrast, current leges, there is something unique
small group of volunteer stu- Rollins students are required about rFLA. Claire Strom, didents who agreed to try out to take 16 general education rector of rFLA, said, "By ema different general education requirements, including two bedding community partners
in each neighborhood, hopesystem. This new general edu- PEAs, one RCC, and one BPE.
cation plan, consisting of differThe neighborhoods are fully we will be able to have a
ent "neighborhoods" of classes, themed to help encourage the kind of sustained community
was developed as a result of integration of information be- engagement." Each neighborthose student's experiences.
tween the classes within that hood will team up with an area
Under rFLA, classes will be neighborhood. The four themes of the community and voluntaken in a more logical order. are currently "When Cultures teer. Essentially, "Each neighIn other words, freshmen will Collide," "Mysteries and Mar- borhood is planning to adopt a
not end up in classes more suit- vels," "Innovate, Create, and neighborhood," Strom said.
ed for seniors and vice versa. Elevate," and "Identities: Mir"The faculty are developThe new system will also help rors and Windows."
ing pretty much all new classes
for this," says Strom. A faculty
mayor will run each neighborhood, help develop curriculum, and make sure everything
runs smoothly within their
neighborhood. Also working
with the neighborhoods will
be "community coordinators,"
similar to the peer mentors that
work with RCCs.
Another way rFLA will
benefit students is that the
neighborhoods will provide
social support when RCCs end
after the first semester. "The
idea of the neighborhoods is to
take on some of that social cohesion as well. You leave your
RCC, but you move into this
new community of the neighborhoods," says Strom. Some
of these social events might include movie nights and block
parties. The faculty are also
considering offering Immersions that relate to the neighborhoods, as well as neighborhood-specific housing. Unlike
RCC events, none of these activities will be mandatory.
rFLA will not affect current
Rollins students—the school
will run two different general
education requirement systems
simultaneously. Strom said,
"While we don't think our current gen-eds are bad, we think
this is superior."
Micah Bradley
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Featuring The Groove Orient,
Mojave Wilde, &
Room Full of Strangers

Food provided by The Meat House
Saturday, April 26
on Mary Jean Plaza

*

More details to come...
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Sept. 27,2012: Starting in August 2014,10 tentative
neighborhoods will comprise Rollins' new general
education curriculum. The last general education
program proposal occurred in Fall 2009 with
R-Plan, which academic programs promoted
as a more cohesive, interdisciplinary liberal arts
experience. Freshmen were recruited aggressively
to adopt the curriculum, but within R-Plan's first
year, half of its 90 participants reverted to the
earlier general education model. In comparison,
the neighborhood program has been six years in
the making and the transition "will cost a couple
hundred thousand dollars," according to Dr.
Mark Anderson—the main architect behind the
neighborhood gen-ed program. In the opinion of
the author of the article, the project is a failure with
serious momentum. However, to admit a serious
miscalculation has been made would, on Rollins'
part, constitute a public relations nightmare. It
would also constitute a tremendous waste of
money.

FEATURES

Hunger Banquet simulates
socio-economic inequality
Lauren Cooper

'Pierre' as delegated to me by
Writer a paper slip. The slip read as
follows: "I'm a forty-year-old
On Tuesday, April 1, Rol- man from Haiti who immigratlins Office of Community En- ed to the U.S. last year. I live
gagement brought students with my son and his American
together with their global com- wife. They were doing well unmunities by, ironically, divid- til my son's wife was diagnosed
ing them. Not to be mistaken with breast cancer. The medical
with The Hunger Games, the bills have become too much. We
Hunger Banquet was an alter- may lose the house soon."
nate reality, dividing its attendFrom here, I encountered
ees into a lower, middle, or up- an illegible and incomprehenper class, with corresponding sible form at the "DMV" to ilexperiences.
lustrate the language barrier
I came in with a group of often afflicted upon lower-class
three friends from my Social members. When I was asking
Entrepreneurship class and one for an explanation, Rob Salmertag-along, and we were scat- on '14 overzealously confirmed
tered amongst all three socio- that his industry could not help
economic classes. I was spon- me, most likely due to my own
taneously assigned to the lower incompetence.
class at check-in, resulting in a
I was delegated a job in connight characterized by impa- struction at the "employment"
tient real estate agents and an booth, which did not give me
impulsive desire to project so- ample room to improve my
cial change onto others.
standing at all. All the while, I
I took on the identity of was watching members of the

upper class purchase summer
homes at the 'housing' booth.
Among all of these vendors, I was greeted with confusion, agitation, and indifference by the operators opposite
me, yet observed a pleasant
and accommodating system for
those socially recognized as my
"superiors." I laughed it off as
a simulation, but the message
still held true that I was being
treated unfairly because of the
difficulty of my (Pierre's) situation. Volunteer services, like
Mustard Seed, were the most
helpful in listening to my problems, giving me a plan of action,
and trying to make a difference
in my life instead of a profit.
For those like Taylor White '16,
in the middle class, the scenarios were far easier, but "nobody
went out of their way for you
like they did for those in the
upper class."
We, the lower class, ended
the night with a dry PB&J, as

we begrudgingly watched the
upper class indulge on a threecourse meal, which concluded
with chocolate cake that could
give a small, starving country
diabetes.
One of our own made it
into the middle class at age 10
by inheriting her father's life insurance when he passed away.
Another member of the upper
class was dragged down to
the lower class when his wife
divorced him and he lost the
profitability of his high-en i car
dealership. Within moments,
we were clapping with the people joining us in the wallows of
poverty, and applauding those
who managed to find a way
out. We formed an instantaneous camaraderie, and it was
almost unsettling as much as
endearing how fast we were
identifying positively with a
group that was causing us so
much personal strife.
Joined by the Zebra Coa-

litior, Mustard Seed, and City
Year as local entities of social
impac'", we learned that 60 percent of the United States falls in
the bracket considered "lower
class," and one in five Americans are struggling to meet
their nutritional needs. The
Hunger Banquet's entry fees
and canned foods were all returning to the community but
not without having put into
perspective the local and global phenomenon in which many
have no choice. Background
can play a huge inhibiting role
in determining the pathway to
opportunity. Though not impossible, navigating these obstacles is difficult, resulting in
perpetual cycles of inequality,
poverty, and hunger. As the
night concluded, half of us left
with full stomachs, but we all
left filled with a deeper understanding of our own good will
and a desire to showcase that to
the world.

Student combats political apathy
When I first came to Rollins, I
worked with the Rollins DemPR Coordinator
ocrats and even though that
A nonpartisan movement experience was great, the main
has become increasingly pop- goal was to provide a specifular in America, especially ic political message," Monroe
with college-age voters. Many said. "Students are often quesAmericans have become dis- tioning their political views for
illusioned with the two-party the first time while they are in
political pattern, and the end- college, and they need a place
less bickering as stalemates in that will assist them in that
Congress between Republicans questioning."
While college can be a time
and Democrats this year frustrate citizens to no end. While for students to develop their
the nonprofit Free & Equal or- own individual political phiganization is currently working losophy, the negative press that
on federal reform of the politi- politics often receives tempts
cal system, student Brock Mon- students to become apathetic
roe '14 has created his own non- about politics altogether.
partisan effort, the Democracy
"Political apathy is someProject, for Rollins students.
thing that all students should
The Democracy Project fight against while they are in
represents one of the Office college. One of the easiest ways
of Community Engagement's to make a difference in the
many initiatives to connect stu- world is to be democratically
dents with a civic concern on a engaged," Monroe believes.
Rollins offers students
personal level. He felt an orgamany
opportunities to become
nization of this nature was abpolitically
engaged, such as
sent from Rollins when he first
registering
to vote at turboarrived
vote.org;
joining
the Democ"It provides a place on
campus for students to explore racy Project Leadership Team,
their political identity without Rollins Republicans, or Rollins
pushing one particular agenda. Democrats; or joining organiLauren Silvestri

zations in the local community
like the League of Women Voters.
This year, the Democracy
Project has hosted/co-hosted an
impressive array of events for
students, including The President's Council, National Voter
Registration Day, Constitution
Day, and has invited political
leaders to campus to speak to
students in a recurring event
titled "R Community, R Future, R Leaders." The latest of
these events will be on Thursday, April 10, where Winter
Park City Commissioner and
Vice Mayor Sarah Sprinkel will
engage with students in a dialogue about the local community. The Democracy Project has
also recently collaborated with
Pinehurst Cottage in a "News
Round Up" held on the porch
of Pinehurst, giving students
the opportunity to discuss topical local, state, national, and international news in an informal
environment.
OCE is currently looking
for a new Student Coordinator
and three Student Ambassadors for the Democracy Project for the upcoming 2014-15

school year. If you are interested, please email Marissa
Corrente, Assistant Director of
OCE, (mcorrente@rollins.edu)
or Brock Monroe (bamonroe®
rollins.edu). You can also stay
up to date with the Democracy
Project by following their Face-

book page at www.facebook.
com/RollinsDemocracyProject.
With opportunities such
as these literally staring you in
the face as you walk along campus, what excuse do you have
for not becoming politically engaged?
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Lip Sync bringsfriendlycompetition
Greek life, SGA, and Rollins Dancers took center stage for Lip Sync on April 2,2014. The annual tradition
was held in the Alfond Sports Center, and the winning routine was performed by Kappa Delta.

Sarah MacDougall
ENTERTAIN X Club (above) partakes in an annual Rollins tradition. Other
participating fraternities included Tau Kappa Epsilon, Lambda Chi Alpha, and
Chi Psi—who claimed second place.
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Sarah MacDougall
CLAIMING GOLD Kappa Delta sorority (above) wins first place at Lip Sync for their Katy Perry-themed number.
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UNISEX BRAZILIAN BODY
WAX
Rollins College
Students, faculty and
staff get 20% OFF one
wax service
Appointments and
Walk-ins are welcome
364 W, Fairbanks Ave,
Winter Park

407-960-4875
corpuswaxing.com

ARTS& ENTERTAINMENT

Kardashian
Tarnishes Vogue
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Sarafian criticizes Kim Kardashian capitalization on sex-tape
affiliated fame and how she has become Vbgae-"worthy".
Chris Sarafian

So, why is Kim famous?
She
had
a sex tape. She has a big
Columnist
ass. She's pretty.
If you thought that Vogue
That's basically what it
was the epitome of grace, your comes down to. Kim Karviewpoint has most likely been dashian has cemented herself
challenged lately. The fash- in Hollywood merely for being
ion magazine's most recent alive. Her reality show doesn't
cover belongs to none other have a central theme to it like
than Kim Kardashian and her Survivor, The Real World, or
Taylor Swift-interrupting fi- even Dog the Bounty Hunter.
ance, Kanye West. Nothing Rather, it mostly follows Kim
screams glamour like a talent- and her sisters' daily gallivantless reality show star such as ing. Watch the show and youll
Kim Kardashian—a dictionary be subjected to about forty-five
definition of being famous for minutes of Kim and her sisters
being famous. The backlash going out to lunch, sitting in
isn't derived specifically from bed, yelling at each other, and
Kanye's appearance—he has yelling at each other while eata legitimate career. Rather, it's ing lunch in bed. It's enthralling
Kim's mug that has readers up and thought provoking, really.
inarms.
Now, if Kim Kardashian
Although Miss Kardashian was a role model of sorts or
is famous, she doesn't have an boasts something on her resume
iota of talent. She doesn't sing that merits earning that spot on
(oh, she tried to. Look up her the cover of Vogue, then persong "Jam" if you dare), act haps the cover wouldn't have
(see Disaster Movie for proof), or stirred up controversy. Sadly,
write (let's not even try to imag- this is not the case. Some stars
ine what a Kim Kardashian have taken to Twitter to address the cover. The Crazy Ones
novel would be like).

and Buffy the Vampire Slayer star,
Sarah Michelle Gellar tweeted,
"Well, I guess I'm canceling
my Vogue subscription. Who is
with me?" Kim's BFF, Jonathan
Cheban (better known as Kim's
leech with the bad 90s haircut)
responded to the former vampire slayer, "Do you matter?"
Well, this is ironic. Someone is
coming to the defense of Kim
Kardashian and using the idea
of "irrelevance" to do so. Gellar
may not be Hollywood tabloid
royalty like anyone from the
Kardashian clan. But, a "do you
matter?" Well, let's check Cellar's credentials. She's starred
in films such as The Grudge
and just won a People's Choice
Award for her new show, The
Crazy Ones. And let us not forget Buffy. You know, one of the
biggest television shows of all
time; one that has its own college courses? Gellar even did
her own stunts on that show.
Well, technically Kim's done
her own stunts as well, but you
have to be eighteen or older to
view them.

Kim Kardashian is notorious for "not mattering." So, is
it fair that someone so unnecessary can grace the cover of
Vogue? People strive for years
to land acting gigs or record
deals. Yet here's someone like
Kardashian, casually waltzing
past talent. What kind of message does this send to aspiring
performers, especially young
women? During the 2011 MTV
Movie Awards, Reese Witherspoon addressed the trend of
sex-tape famous reality stars.
"It is possible to make it in Hollywood without doing a reality
show," said the Oscar winner,
"When I came up in this business, if you made a sex tape,
you were embarrassed and
you hid it under your bed." In
other words, you don't have to
be promiscuous to become a
"somebody." Talent still works,
people are still looking for it.
What does placing someone like Kim Kardashian on
the cover of Vogue say about
the magazine itself? "I think
it's more of a comment on the

downfall of a magazine then
on Kim. Vogue used to have
very high standards as a top
fashion magazine, but it has
disregarded its original purpose in order to attract a wider
crowd," says Gabby Hochberg
'15. Editor-in-chief of Vogue,
Anna Wintour, must have really seen a drop in her product's
relevance in order to summon
the likes of Kim Kardashian.
This isn't much different than
a five-star restaurant changing
their menu after having realized that corndogs sell better
than steak tartare. "It's all about
the consumerism now, and it's
sad to see Vogue next to the tabloids, lowering its standards so
much as to have reality television stars brace the cover," says
Jenny McEneaney '15.
Thus, Vogue has scrounged
the bottom of the ocean for
its catch of the day. By incorporating a star such as Kim
Kardashian, the magazine
has lowered its standards and
glamorized the trend of talentless stardom.

an eye. Each time, Kayleen and
Doug grow closer and closer together, as is only natural of two
individuals whose vulnerabilities are constantly being exposed to one another. The bond
they share is unique, yet reality
is still sprinkled in.
Director Cole said, "The
characters are so layered and
true to life that I imagine it
would be difficult not to find
some similarities for each audience member."
And that is what theater
is all about—viewers gaining a
connection with the art.
Taking place in the restric-

tive space of our black box
theatre, there will be no behind-the-scenes mystery. All
make-up and costume changes will be purposefully done
openly on stage for the audience to witness. Cole has even
hinted that there will be an interactive element to the show.
She aspires to "drive the point
home that the show isn't about
the 'magic' behind the scenes,
but about the message and the
words of the piece." The intimacy of this production is sure
to have an emotional impact on
audience members, drawing
them closer into the fabricated
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The dark themes attached to this semester's last show at the Fred Stone, Gruesome Playground Injuries, are
expected to profoundly resonate with its satisfied audience.
friends, Doug and Kayleen. The
two are both fascinated by each
Writer
other's troubles and imperfecThis weekend marks the tions. Their relationship has no
last show in the Fred Stone defined boundary, and we get
Theatre this semester: Gruesome glimpses of them interacting as
Playground Injuries, written by the play jumps backwards and
Rajiv Joseph and directed by forwards in time, the two alone of our own lovely Rollins ways managing to run into each
students, Hanna Cole 14. This other again at the scene of some
piece strays away from the new pain. They re-unite in inmore humorous side of theatre sane asylums, hospital rooms,
than previous productions this funerals-always finding each
semester have, as the title might other when one of them is "injured," either mentally, physaccurately lead you to believe.
The play takes place over ically, or emotionally. Events
a span of thirty years and re- vary from as simple as a few
volves around two childhood scrapes to as dramatic as losing

o

g

Twisted Theatre Expects Success
Alex Mariano

m

H

world.
The couple was cast as
Chris Stewart '15 and Katherine
Waddell '14, and the stage manager for the production is Talii
Stokes '15. Try your best not to
miss this special portrayal of art
at its finest. The show opened
on Wednesday, April 9 at 8 p.m.
and will continue on April 1011 at 8 p.m., Saturday, April 12
at 2 p.m. at 8 p.m., and Sunday,
April 13 at 2 p.m. Of course admission will be free, so what
better way to escape the stress
of the end of the semester than
sitting down and immersing
yourself in a play?
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Finishing up the season
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Congratulations to
next year's executive
editorial board

Friday, April 11

Men's Tennis @ Saint Leo

3 PM

Friday, April 11

Women's Lacrosse @ Regis

4 PM

Friday, April 11

Baseball @ Saint Leo

6 PM

Friday, April 11

Softball @ Saint Leo

7 PM

Saturday, April 12

Men's Rowing @ Knecht Cup

All day

Saturday, April 12

Women's Rowing @ Knecht Cup

All day

Saturday, April 12

Women's Tennis vs. Nova Southeastern

10:30 AM

Saturday, April 12

Women's Lacrosse @ Fort Lewis

1 PM

Saturday, April 12

Softball @ Florida Southern

1 PM

Saturday, April 12

Baseball @ Saint Leo

3 PM

Saturday, April 12

Baseball @ Saint Leo

6 PM

Sunday, April 13

Women's Golf @ Sunshine State Conference

All day

Sunday, April 13

Men's Golf @ Sunshine State Conference

All day

Monday, April 14

Men's Tennis vs. Florida Tech

2 PM

Tuesday, April 15

Women's Tennis @ Saint Leo

2 PM

Tuesday, April 15

Men's Lacrosse @ Saint Leo

7 PM

Wednesday, April 16

Women's Tennis vs. Florida Southern

3:30 PM
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Dive like a bird of prey from a 335-foot drop tower
at 60 mph face down. Introducing Falcon's Fury™,
America's tallest freestanding drop tower. Feel the Fury,
only at Busch Gardens®, Florida's Thrill Ride Leader.
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